Temperature control | processing feature

Energy efficiency, processing flexibility and quality control are key
issues when selecting a method of temperature control for injection
moulding. Mark Holmes looks at some of the latest options

The heat is on in mould
temperature control
Accurate and flexible control of mould temperature
is an essential element in the modern injection
moulding process. So, while large centralised
chillers supplying a number of machines
remain a common feature in many injection
moulding operations, there is an increasing
move towards systems capable of providing
individual mould temperature control that are
better able to meet the challenges of today’s high
performance polymers and increasingly demanding processing conditions. New control
developments are also providing opportunities to better optimise mould cooling.
Giorgio Santella, chief marketing officer of
the Piovan Group, explains that, as the
performance expectations of injection moulded
polymer parts increases, more accurate control of
mould temperature becomes a critical process factor.
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Santella says temperature control today is still
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valued. The latest line of thermochillers from Piovan
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Group company Aquatech – DigitempEvo – combines
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Right: Piovan’s
Aquatech
Flexcool

Aryacool dry cooler coupled to individual DigitempEvo
thermochillers on each moulding machine, makes it
possible to achieve the optimum operating cooling

technology

temperature, water flow and pressure for each machine

provides an

according to the specific production requirements.

optimised and
individualised
cooling
solution for
each moulding
machine

The main components of a Flexcool system are the
Aryacool dry cooler and the DigitempEvo thermochiller.
The Aryacool dry cooler performs at a high efficiency
level with a temperature differential between the
environment and the cooling water of up to 5°C (a
traditional dry cooler is sized for a temperature differential of 10°C, which the company says represents half the
operational efficiency). The DigitempEvo thermochiller
controls flow and pressure of the cooling water, with the
additional capability to control two different tempera-
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